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BMW has announced the launch of a new engine to the BMW 6 Series range at the same time as
the model line-up has been revised. The launch of the BMW d coincides with the introduction of
fuel saving and emissions-cutting EfficientDynamics technology to the rest of the 6 Series
range to improve performance. The model has also been given a subtle restyling to mark the
technological changes. No other competitor can offer such frugal motoring in a Grand Tourer
while still satisfying the demands of sophisticated buyers who insist on the best in performance
and refinement. Powered by a twin-turbocharged 2,cc engine with an all aluminium crankcase
and third generation common rail fuel injection system, the d comes with an output of hp and
Nm of torque. These impressive performance figures have been made possible by the unique
way the twin turbochargers work. A smaller turbocharger provides near instantaneous response
for swift initial acceleration before a larger turbocharger comes in mid-range to provide
additional thrust through to the redline. With peak torque available from just 1,rpm a seamless
wave of smooth acceleration is provided for the driver. Both have top speeds
electronically-limited to mph. For the first time in the 6 Series, the range comes with Brake
Energy Regeneration and the implementation of various needs-only operations of ancillary
units. For example, the air-conditioning compressor can be decoupled from the drivetrain to
prevent unnecessary drag on the engine and lower viscosity fluids are used in key components
to reduce friction. An optimum gearshift indicator is fitted to advise on economical motoring,
while active flaps located behind the kidney grille can close off to improve aerodynamic flow
and reduce drag. These measures all add up to a BMW d that records lower fuel consumption
and emissions figures than would previously have been possible. The six-cylinder magnesium
and aluminium engine in the hp i now features new lean burn technology in the guise of high
precision direct injection and double-VANOS variable valve technology. With its piezo crystal
injectors for optimium fuel atomisation, the new style of induction makes for a subsequent
near-complete fuel vapour burn and the best in engine efficiency. The i Convertible attains a
combined fuel consumption figure of Again EfficientDynamics technology plays a part in both i
models to achieve improved economy and emissions figures. The i Convertible also achieves
better performance recording The i and i comes as standard with a six-speed manual gearbox,
while the d is offered with a new six-speed sports automatic transmission. This gearbox
features a new torque converter with enhanced software and a two-stage damper to reduce
vibrations. The enhanced transmission specification means power-wasting slip in the converter
is largely eliminated and with the improved software results in gearshift times that are smoother
and 50 per cent quicker. To highlight the engineering changes introduced on the BMW 6 Series,
the model has been subject to some subtle design enhancements. The exterior of the car
features a revised headlight arrangement featuring LED technology and clear lenses, and a new
style of front valance. The vertical struts on the front spoiler have been repositioned to
accommodate a different shape of air intake for the car and the kidney grille is larger compared
to the outgoing model. At the rear, the lower reflectors have been optically enhanced as part of
a redesigned rear bumper to emphasise the wide track, while a third high level brake light now
sits on the boot lid lip for improved safety. The introduction of new alloy wheel design in , and
inch sizes completes the exterior changes. This bespoke upholstery has embedded pigments in
the leather that reflect infra-red radiation in the sunlight and can reduce leather temperature by
up to 20 degrees centigrade. BMWs have featured popular programmable buttons on the
steering wheel for a number of years and the 6 Series comes with a small bank of
programmable buttons for added convenience on the centre console. These can be customised
and used as shortcuts to the most frequently visited parts of the iDrive system such as
navigation destinations or radio stations. BMW is at the forefront of automotive safety
technology and Active Headrests appear on the 6 Series for the first time. Standard fit on cars,
the system has been introduced to prevent occupants from whiplash injuries in rear end
accidents. These then rapidly push the front of the restraint forward by 6cms and upwards by
4cms, reducing risk to the driver and front seat passenger of serious neck injury. A superb
twin-turbo 3. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. BMW 6 Series. Competing Vehicles.
Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. The E63 uses a shortened
version of the E60 5 Series chassis and subsequently shares many features. The car initially
drew criticism, due to its controversial styling and complicated iDrive system. The controversial
rear styling, first seen on the E65 7 Series , was nicknamed "Bangle Butt" by critics. To reduce
weight, the doors and bonnet are made of aluminium, [8] and the boot and front wings are made
of carbon-reinforced plastic. Convertible models were unveiled at the Detroit Auto Show , and
released in mid Convertible models featured a non-conventional convertible top design with
side fins [13] and an integrated wind deflector that can be raised or lowered at any time. The
available transmissions are: [3]. Features available included adaptive headlights , [18] parking
sensors Park Distance Control , voice control , [19] variable rate steering Active Steering , [20]

active anti-roll bars Active Roll Stabilisation , radar cruise control Active Cruise Control with
Stop and Go , head-up display , [21] lane departure warning , night vision , [22] keyless entry
and starting Comfort Access , [22] heated steering wheel, universal remote control, and
soft-close doors. The M6 is powered by the 5. In September , the facelift LCI was introduced for
the model year. Major changes include:. Models feature BMW's Advanced Safety System,
enabling the car to decide the most effective deployment of the airbags in a crash. From
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Search My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 BMW D Prev of 2 2 Next. Hi all, I'm seriously thinking about
getting a D but would really like to know how good they are from anyone with a bit of ownership
experience? I'd be looking to pile on at least another k miles but are there any known big
problems that will occur, if so, are they expensive to put right? I'm looking for reletively trouble
free motoring that doesn't cost an arm and a leg. My other option is an Audi A5 3. Cheers, MHM.
C0ffin D0dger 3, posts months. I purchased a It wasn't totally necessary ,more preventative
maintenance Fuel is between 32 Town and 44 on a run It's not the most practical car and you
won't throw it around like a d but it's still fun to drive the interior is one of the best in a BMW
,there aren't many about and it looks and feels a bit special Build quality is good , the body and
interior still clean up well and it drives like a 40k car , another k should be achievable , Brakes
can be expensive and I would get one with the later I drive and logic 7 stereo if you like your
sounds Go for a test drive and see if it's for you I will probably buy a d next Edited by jayx73 on
Tuesday 15th March Thanks guys, much appreciated. Sounds like its got some potential issues
and is going to be an expensive car to run over big mileage? The more I see them though, the
more I fancy getting one! What about driving them on ice and snow? Are they a nightmare
unless its on winter tyres? BoyBlue 89 posts months. At 80 miles per day you won't have dpf
issues, providing the engine has had high quality oil and filter changes and the rest of the car
has been looked after you should be on a winner. A BMW 3lt diesel will last well beyond k miles
if as above. My d is low mileage at 38k, a reg Sport Edition with some of the M bits as fitted to
the run out cars last of the model. I intend to keep this car for many more years, I prefer the
looks to the current 3 series look alike Well appointed interior, all the goodies, good looks, great
presence. You may have picked up that I like my car. They are no more expensive to maintain
than any other diesel BMW ,the technology is all the same just a different body Have a read of
the forums , thermostats and glow plugs are common on the diesels and as ZF say the
gearboxes are not sealed for life. Well I've been running a D on a 10 plate since and I have to
say I love the car. BMW was pretty good and repaired it and also renewed the rear carpet gratis.
I'd like the HUD but it's not a realistic after factory install. The car's quick, very frugal I get
around 29 to 33 mpg around town and on a long run it will easily hit the high 40s. I very much
like the cockpit and the fact that I can get four people in it. The boot is pretty cavernous and I
find it exceptionally easy to drive with the seats being very comfortable and supportive. I like
the aggressive front and actually find the old shape more attractive than its rather anodyne
replacement IMHO. Admittedly, it took a while to get used to the whale tail. All in all, from my
experience I can heartily recommend it. I was never particularly keen on the looks when I
bought mine 5 years ago, but they do grow on you and have aged quite nicely IMHO. When you
wash it, you notice a lot of very nice details. I am now at almost k and it seems to be wearing
very well. Like a previous poster, I am at a loss of what to replace it with that is noticeably better
for what I need. The HUD was not important to me, but it is one of those extras that once you
have had a car with it, you would really miss it. Dynamic drive makes a big difference when
cracking on. I would recommend the 6'er. Welshbeef 43, posts months. You have to realise
thermostats are consumables on every vehicle. It just happens that on some diesels when they
wear out it has knock on issues ie DPF not regenerating but to change them isn't a lot. On the
miles you'll be doing it will be fine and naturally will regen when on those M way drives.
Certainly go for the HDD idrive if you can. If it's got fresh discs and pads they should see you

another 70k on pads and k ish on discs. Tyres really wear well on BMWs in my experience
Personally I really like the d sport looks but that's not in budget. Helicopter 8, posts months. I
ran a M Sport for a couple of years. Very capable car, but oh so dull. Cabin very cramped in the
rear and tech dated even in Living in the North East Scotland we did see snow and the car was
hopeless, as you would expect. Leave it at home. It's a cruiser so ok on an A road but no fun on
a B road. Quite a bit bigger and heavier than you would think. Cabin very cramped in the rear
It's a cruiser so ok on an A road but no fun on a B road. I echo all of this and have a d, the
Diesel engine doesn't help much with the enjoyment factor either and it's only real talent is
cruising, you would hate the d even more because it's a fair bit heavier than the d. I only bought
mine in November, it was a spur of the moment impulse buy. I saw it on my local BMW forecourt
and had to have it. What a revelation! Had it remapped and it's crazy fast. Previously had Audis,
Mercs etc but this car wins hands down. I've never enjoyed a car so much. Wether it's a spirited
hoon around Cornwalls twisties, a gentle trip away with my girlie or a rapid late night drive long
distance. This thread has been great, there's nothing I think I want to replace it with so I'm going
to carry out all of the various recommendations re gearbox oil, thermostats, hoses etc. I've been
looking at XKR's, Maseratis, 's etc. All at least twice the money. I think it may be a good idea
then I look out the window and I don't think I could bear to say goodbye I adore the look of the
facelift model. The bonnet looks mega and everything I have tested neither makes sense nor
excites me the same. This car really does it all for me. I never see another here in Cornwall. As
for driving in the snow, I came home from London last weekend and it was fine. Just putting it
out there: there were 80 people rescued at Okehampton. It was bloody carnage. We drove
through most of them on our way home. I don't think it's the fault of the vehicle. Gentle inputs
people, not revving the nuts off it! Thanks to everyone who made the comments above. Great
source of intelligent info Pica-Pica 7, posts 46 months. Any RWD car with proper winter tyres on
is instantly transformed from hopeless into immense fun. Just go for the narrowest tyres
allowed as per the manual. Darren-somlf 1 posts 2 months. Before BMW introduced its d no
manufacturer had ever produced a diesel GT car, let alone a diesel convertible. With its
much-heralded three-litre, twin-turbo unit the German manufacturer believes it has created a
diesel engine smooth, refined and powerful enough to see duty in a luxury grand tourer without
detracting from the quality. It's only recently that advances in technology have meant that a
manufacturer could reasonably expect to get the same performance and refinement from a
diesel engine as a petrol unit â€” but having already proved its ability to provide pace, economy
and refinement in the 5-Series and 3-Series platforms it was probably only ever a matter of time
before BMW's three-litre, six-cylinder, twin-turbocharged diesel unit found its way into the
6-Series. Key to the engine's success are its twin-turbos, which ensure it revs as freely and
smoothly, if not as high, as a petrol engine. Its torque, which is delivered in huge quantities and
from extremely low in the rev-range, means the d has acceleration akin to that of the more
powerful petrol-engine 6-Series models. In-gear acceleration is equally impressive. As well as
providing pulling power a similarly sized petrol unit would struggle to match, the d is also able
to return fuel economy the likes of which hasn't been seen before in the GT sector. Before the
introduction of the d, GT ownership inevitably came with high running costs. In comparison, the
diesel 6-Series will leave a considerably smaller dent in both the owner's pocket and
environment. Committing the diesel unit to a convertible body, where there is no room to hide
from any unwanted noise or roughness, is probably the ultimate show of faith in the engine.
BMW has also attempted to raise the appeal with a face-lift, which includes revisions to the front
and rear styling and improvements to the already luxurious interior and equipment levels. It's a
bold step by BMW, but it really pays off. The d is no less refined or enjoyable to drive than any
of the company's petrol models. It doesn't have a spine tingling exhaust or engine note like the i
or M6, but that's a small price to pay for the impressive fuel economy and the even more
impressive way that it doesn't come at the expense of performance. The d is probably the most
frugal GT you'll ever find, with the potential to cover more than miles on a single tank of fuel.
While the running costs are likely to be lowered as a result the d is still likely to incur a high
insurance premium and aspects like the run-flat tyres will not be cheap to replace. Naturally, the
folding roof mechanism impedes on the boot space available in the d convertible, but there's
still enough room for a reasonable amount of luggage. The 6-Series' forte is not as a practical
run-around, but it is spacious inside, particularly for front passengers. The heads-up display is
a clever and useful piece of technology as is night vision, although they're optional extras. The
paddle shift Sports automatic transmission works well but operates in different way to similar
systems so takes some getting accustomed too. Elsewhere, instruments and controls are
sturdy to the touch and conveniently positioned. As with many BMW models, it takes some time
to get used the various column stalks and there functions â€” but their operation makes sense
once you are familiar with them. The beautifully appointed interior of the d is as comfortable as

you would expect from a premium GT with a premium price tag. Long journeys fail to take their
toll thanks to adjustable, plump, shapely seats and the absence of wind noise from the cabin.
Sculpted seats for the rear passengers offer a degree of comfort too, but it is let down a little by
small touches such as the clip on cup-holder, which appears as something of an after-thought.
A Thatcham 1 approved alarm system is standard, complete with tilt alarm and a battery
back-up. There's plenty storage to conceal valuables inside the car, and the contents of the
boot cannot be viewed from outside. Rain sensing wipers and automatic headlights are also
standard as are huge brakes. They're intelligent too, with automatic drying, pre-tensioning, fade
compensation, soft-stop and hill-start assistant. The three-litre, twin-turbo diesel unit is a
wonderfully smooth engine both in terms of its refinement and power delivery. In many ways
the copious torque of the diesel unit makes it a more pleasurable driving experience than a
similarly powerful petrol unit. Acceleration is swift and effortless, and the sports suspension
and rear-wheel drive set up makes it an agile handling machine. The d is an awe-inspiring drive
and has the ability to fill a driver with confidence but is equally adept at cruising and the daily
grind. Although more sensible than one of the thirstier petrol variants, the d convertible would
make a poor choice for those with kids in tow. Passengers are limited to four and luggage space
would not be adequate for family holidays. It may be on the wish list, but only a very lucky few
will ever find themselves behind the wheel of a d convertible as a first car. A degree of driving
experience is required to make full use of the performance and to cope with its bulky size
around town. Like most GTs the 6-Series is more than cable of turning heads and its kerbside
appeal is high â€” the convertible possibly highest of all. The looks won't be to everyone's taste
but the face-lifted model is softer on the eye and sportier in its styling. The build quality is
excellent with no rattles, refinement even at speed and a finish of the highest order inside and
out. The folding roof works quietly, gracefully and quickly. Thanks to the d's size, there's little
problem accessing the front of the car. The rear seats can more troublesome to get at but the
memory settings in the front mean the seats can be moved for easier access without losing the
driver's carefully tuned settings. The d boasts an impressive eight-speaker sound system as
standard, but there is a long list of upgrades available including Bluetooth compatibility and
sat-nav. The iDrive system has had a refresh with a view to making it more user-friendly. The
addition of favourites buttons for quick access and new graphics succeed in making the
sometimes complicated system less fiddly to negotiate. The 6-Series has seen revisions to the
exterior styling and trim as part of the fade-lift package, including new rear lights. Inside, the car
features exceptionally high quality materials and trim including leather seats that reflect heat,
preventing them becoming uncomfortably hot in the summer. Colour choices are subtle and
smart inside and out, with a new grey and blue added to the range of nine exterior colours and
wood or brushed aluminium trim for the interior. Front and rear sensors make manoeuvring the
6-Series easier, but as big car with a low seating position it takes time before you're comfortable
enough to back into tight spaces unaided. The rear wheel drive layout offers a good turning
circle, however. Petrol engine options â€” 3. Diesel engine options â€” 3. Transmission options:
six-speed manual gearbox, six-speed sports automatic with wheel mounted paddle shift, seven
speed Sequential Manual Gearbox with Drivelogic. Overall rating. Likes: Masses of road
presence Superb torque from the diesel engine Wonderfully stable at speed Roomy and
comfortable interior. Gripes: Rear seat legroom is poor for most adults Run-flat tyres create
extra road noise Large overall size can be a hindrance in town Visibility is partly restricted all
around. Costs The d is probably the most frugal GT you'll ever find, with the potential to cover
more than miles on a single tank of fuel. Space and practicality Naturally, the folding roof
mechanism impedes on the boot space available in the d convertible, but there's still enough
room for a reasonable amount of luggage. Controls and display The heads-up display is a clever
and useful piece of technology as is night vision, although they're optional extras. Comfort The
beautifully appointed interior of the d is as comfortable as you would expect from a premium GT
with a premium price tag. Car security A Thatcham 1 approved alarm system is standard,
complete with tilt alarm and a battery back-up. Driver appeal The three-litre, twin-turbo diesel
unit is a wonderfully smooth engine both in terms of its refinement and power delivery. Family
car appeal Although more sensible than one of the thirstier petrol variants, the d convertible
would make a poor choice for those with kids in tow. First car appeal It may be on the wish list,
but only a very lucky few will ever find themselves behind the wheel of a d convertible as a first
car. Quality and image Like most GTs the 6-Series is more than cable of turning heads and its
kerbside appeal is high â€” the convertible possibly highest of all. Accessibility Thanks to the
d's size, there's little problem accessing the front of the car. Stereo and ICE In car entertainment
The d boasts an impressive eight-speaker sound system as standard, but there is a long list of
upgrades available including Bluetooth compatibility and sat-nav. Colours and trim The 6-Series
has seen revisions to the exterior styling and trim as part of the fade-lift package, including new

rear lights. Parking Front and rear sensors make manoeuvring the 6-Series easier, but as big car
with a low seating position it takes time before you're comfortable enough to back into tight
spaces unaided. Spare wheel Run-flat tyres fitted as standard. No spare example. Range
information Petrol engine options â€” 3. Over 1, car reviews online Just search by make and
model. Given the praise that has been heaped upon each and every model to receive this
excellent engine, it hardly comes as a surprise to discover that the award-winning unit has now
found its way into the subtly facelifted 6-series. Not for very long, though. One determined stab
of the throttle is all it takes to wipe away any doubts. The d comprehensively outguns the
petrol-engined i and can scare even the V8 i on occasion. On top of this, its combined average
fuel consumption of 41mpg allows you to enjoy the performance without it threatening to empty
your wallet, while giving it a range of more than miles. It is all achieved through a complex
induction syste
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m that employs two turbochargers of differing size. The result is a specific output of 96bhp per
litre, giving the d a generous bhp at rpm. That leaves the latest six-speed automatic gearbox â€”
with a fiddly joystick-style shift lever, remote shift paddles that move with the steering wheel
and a different set of ratios to those found in petrol-powered versions of the 6-series â€” to
channel it all back to the rear wheels. BMW claims mph in 6. Much faster. The engine provides a
wonderfully linear delivery of power from idle all the way to the red line. In this respect it is quite
entertaining, the revs rising and falling with greater urgency than many comparable diesels. The
d, more than any other car, is the latest example of the potential of diesel. But it does provide
the facelifted 6-series with a worthy new addition that is sure to extend its appeal. What is it?
What's it like? Select model. Latest Drives. Skoda Octavia Estate 1. Ruf CTR Anniversary
review. View all latest drives.

